Four-Patch Posy Workshop
Mad City Quilters
Saturday, January 8, 2022, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Middleton Community Church
$25
Supply list
Focus Fabric—3 yards
For a successful 4-patch posy quilt (also called kaleidoscope quilt), choosing a focus fabric that will yield varied
blocks is important.
• Look for a fabric with a medium to large print with lots of variations in color and motif. (A motif is a part
of the overall pattern that repeats across the fabric, for instance, a certain flower or animal.) A fabric with
regularly spaced and similar motifs will not work as well.
• A little negative space (background) between motifs is ok, but it should not overwhelm the overall
pattern.
• Rounded, curved motifs yield graceful designs in the four-patch block, while geometric prints may be
more clunky and awkward looking.
• Florals, Asians, kids’ prints, novelty fabrics are great choices. Most of all, choose something that you like.
Coordinating fabrics and background
These are not needed for the workshop, since we will have only time to cut and sew the posies. Choose
coordinating fabrics once you have decided on a setting so you know how much you’ll need.
Other Supplies
• Sewing machine in good working order, extra needles and bobbins, instruction manual and accessory box,
cords and pedal
• Extension cord
• Straight pins
• Flathead pins (flower or butterfly head)
• Scissors and seam ripper
• Thread to match your project (a medium grey or tan is good)
• Rotary cutter with fresh blades
• Rulers -- 6” x 12”, and a 6” x 24”
• An 18” x 24” cutting mat
• Iron and pressing mat
PLEASE HAVE YOUR FABRIC NEATLY PRESSED BEFORE YOU COME TO CLASS.

_____________________________________________________________________________________
Tear off here

Registration Form

Name_____________________________________________
Phone______________________
Email_____________________________________
Enclose check for $25 made out to MadCity Quilt Guild and mail to Mary Joy Johnson, 6806 Raymond Rd
#102, Madison, WI 53719

